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INTRODUCTION
The development of.embryo sac has long been describ-
ed in many angiosperms (Maheshwari, 1950 1963). How-
ever, only recently has attention been given to the his-
tochemical aspects of this phase of morphogenesis. There-
fore, little is known about the chemical significance
of the observed changes which accompany the megasporo-
genesis and megagametogenesis in higher plants.
Since the megasporocyte and egg of angiosperm are
enclosed in the ovary, they have been technical
less amenable to experimental manipulation than animal
oocyte and egg. Until the appearance of Jensen's
Botanical Histochemistry (1962) there was no book
available which deals exclusively with botanical histo-
chemical techniques and problems. The publication of
this book together with the application of electron
microscopy enable us to know more details of reprod-
uctive processes and accompany changes of angiosperms.
Nevertheless, the study of female gametophyte presents
many problems which still cannot be solved properly.
One would like to know the factors which bring about
the different behavior of the individual nuclei during
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megasporogenesis and megagametogenesis. what are zrie
nature and distribution of metabolites in the mega-
spore mother cell, megaspores and embryo sac including
the synergids, egg, central cell and antipodal cells?
And what is the mechanism of nutrition correlated to
the process of embryo sac development? With the histo-
chemical studies today, it would be possible to invest-
igate at least some of these problems. Anyhow, the
realization of the importance of biochemical constit-
ution of a structure in relation to its riorphogenesis
has become the basis of many recent biological invest-
igations. It is generally accepted that the physiolog-
ical and biochemical changes in the female gamnetophyte
are of great importance since they control subsequent
development leading to the production of fertile seeds.
Of the components of a mature embryo sac, the
egg cell is very important because it produces the
embryo after fertilization. Nevertheless, other comp-
onents of the embryo sac are no less important. Since
Jensen (1965a) first described a nutrition role to
the synergids of cotton, more and more studies have
touched upon the subject of embryo sac nutrition.
Histochemical studies of embryo sac development of
Stellaria media (Prichard, 1964), cotton (Jensen,
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1965a), Val (Alvarez & Sagawa, 1965) and Capsella
(Schulz Jensen, 1968) have shown that the synergids
of these plants play an active role in the maintenance
and growth of the egg prior to fertilization. While
these studies corroborate one another, investigation
on other plants indicates different roles of embryo
sac nutrition. Diboll Larson (1966) in the Study
of Zea mays and Panchaksharappa & Syarnasundar (1975)
in the study of Dipcadi montanum attributed the funct-
ion of embryo sac nutrition in these plants to the
antipodals. Studies on other plants such as Petunia
(Van Went, 1970), demonstrated that nourishing of the
embryo sac probably takes place at the chalazal pole
where xylem strand ends. Mogensen (1973) through the
study on CQuercus ambelii concluded that it is the
postament (a persistent chalazal extension of residual
nucellar cells projecting into the embryo sac)
which plays an important role in embryo sac nutrition,
and synergids of this plant seem unlikely to contrib-
ute to it. Still in plants lacking synergies, e.g.,
Plumbago (Cass, 1972), considerable nutritional
aspect of embryo sac development is taken up by the
egg which contains filiform apparatus. In this study,
some aspects of embryo sac nourishment will be
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presented in the species Paspalum lonrifolium Roxb.
The genus Paspalum which belongs to the tribe
Paniceae of the family Gramineae, consists of about
300 species widely distributed in both tropical and
subtropical areas. Most of the species are foliage
as well as pasture grasses. The chromosome number of
this genus ranges from 2N=20 to 2N=160 and is general-
ly in multiples of 10 (Darlington and Wylie, 1955).
It seoms most likely that 10 is the basic chromosome
number of this genus.
According to Smith and Raleigh (1948), polyploidy,
meiotic irregularities and apornixis are very common
in this predominantly tropical genus. Irregularities
in meiosis, megasporogenesis and apomixis of a number
of species of Paspalum have been studied by several
cytologists. (Snyder, 1957 & 1961 Bashaw Forbes,
1958 Magcon Manehanda, 1961 - Irene, Fernandes,
Barreto & Salzano, 1968 Pi & Chao, 1974 and Christopher
Abraham, 1976). In the species of P. Iangifolium,
meiosis is restitutional in tetraploid biotype but
regular in the induced octoploid one (Chao, 1974).
In consequence, apomixis occurs during embryo develop-
ment in the tetraploid biotype.
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Growth and differentiation of an organism is
dependent on biochemical substances, primarily meta-
bolites. Among these substances, polysaccharides
occur in plant tissues as soluble carbohydrates, in-
soluble starch and cell wall materials. They are
major sources of energy for tissue growth and body
building materials in plants and, therefore, contribute
to their differentiation. Proteins are the main consti-
tution of the cell (both structural and functional).
They are directly involved in the production of
enzymes which are necessary for all the biochemical
processes. Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is as important as
proteins since it functions in the synthesis of
proteins which are responsible for development and
growth. And deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) has long
been known as the universal genetic material which
governs all the activities of a living organism.
Therefore, knowledge on the histochemical composition
is essential for the assessment of the morphogenesis
of ovule development.
The aim of the present study is to determine the
changes in concentration and distribution of four
macromolecular substances, namely polysaccharides,
proteins, RNA and DNA, using cytochemical methods in
6the ovaries of two polyploid biotypes of P. loIngifolium
during the embryo sac development. The project also
attempts to reveal the observed variations in the
cytochemical substances in relation with the morpho-
logical changes,which accompany the embryo sac level-
opment in these two biotypes.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plants of Paspalum lonrrifolium grow perennially
in open fields and in swamps. They are widely distri-
buted in South China, Indo-China, Malaysia and
Philipines. They are easily recognized by the follow-
ing characteristics:
1. short stems with very long leaves, tufted
culms and non creeping,
2. racemes 7-20 and alternate,
3. sheaths and blades nearly glabrous, and
4, spikelets usually pubescent, paired, spiciilate,
four rowed and more or less covered with short
hairs.
The plants of the tetraploid biotype (2N=40) of
the species Paspalum longifoliurn used for this study
were originally introduced from Taiwan. The octoploid
biotype (2N=So) of. this species was obtained from
colchicip-treatment of seeds of the tetraploid
biotype. Both hio types are being maintained and brown
in the green house of the Chinese University of Hong
Kong as perennials.
8For the present study, racemes with spikelets at
appropriate stages were picked and individual ovaries
were dissected out under moist conditions and immedi-
ately fixed in 6% glutaraldehyde in 0.05M sodium
cacodylate buffer, pH 7.2 (Dawes, 1971) overnight at
4°C. The ovaries were then rinsed for one hour (4
changes) in the same buffer, dehydrated in a graded
acetone series and brought to room teriperature. They
were then infiltrated and embedded in Epon 812 (1A
2B) and polymerized at 60°C for 48 hours (Luft, 1961)
Serial longitudinal sections were cut with a diamond
knife at 2u on a Sorvall Porter Blum MT-1 ultramicro-
tome, and mounted on slides coated with gelatin
adhesive (Jensen. 1962).
Cytochemical tests for the four macromolecular
substances were carried out as follows:
1. POLYSACCIIA IDES were demonstrated by the period-
i.c acid_Schiff's reaction (Jenson, 1Q62). Sections
were first oxidized in 1% periodic acid
solution. in distilled water for 30 minutes,
washed in running water and then stained in
Schiff's reagent for 30 minutes in darkness.
They were then rinsed and placed in 2% sodium
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bisulfite for 2 minutes. After washing in
running water, they were finally mounted in
euparal.
2. TOTAL PROTEINS were demonstrated by Aniline
Blue black method (Fisher, 1968). Sections
were stained in 1% Aniline Blue Black (C.I.
20470) in 7% acetic acid for 10 minutes at
50°C. They were then dipped briefly in 7i1
acetic acid to remove excess dye and finally
mounted in glycerol containing 5% acetic
acid.
3. DNA AND RNA were demonstrated by Azure B
method modified from that of Jensen, 1962.
Sections were first affixed on slides coated
with M ayer's albumin adhesive (Jones, 1950),
and then stained in 3mg/ml solution of Azure
B in citrate buffer at ph 4.0 for 12 hours
at 0°C C. They were then dipped briefly in
distilled water, dried in air and mounted
in e uparal.
The three methods were summarized in Table 1.
Observations were made and photomicrographs were
taken with a Zeiss Photomicroscope II.
10
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Owing to some irregularities dur-
ing the embryo sac development,
difficulties were sometimes en-
countered in the interpretation of
cytochemistry of embryo sac devel-
opment. For this reason, a large
number of ovaries were sectioned
and carefully studied. Before pre-
senting the results of cytochemical
observations, a brief description
of the development and structure of
the ovary, especially that of embryo
sac of P. longifolium may be perti-
nent.
The single ovule of this species is anatropous,
sessile and attached to one side of the ovary wall
(the ovule attachment region) only. The megaspore
mother cell in the tetraploid biotype (2N=40) under-
goes restitutional meiosis to form two megaspores
with an unreduced chromosome number. The micropylar
megaspore is much smaller than the chalazal one. The
latter develops into an embryo sac while the former
shrinks gradually as the embryo sac enlarges. The
development of the functional megaspore follows the
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typical Polygonum pattern. It enlarges first and
undergoes cytoplasmic condensation and vacuolation.
The first mitotic division results in the formation
of two daughter nuclei which soon migrate to the
opposite poles of the embryo sac. The central portion
of this 2-nucleate embryo sac is being occupied by
one or more large vacuoles. After reaching the oppo-
site poles, the two nuclei undergo the second mitotic
division resulting in a 4-nucleate embryo sac. After
the third nuclear division, an eight-nucleate embryo
sac is formed. Of the eight nuclei, three at the
chalazal end give rise to the antipodals, three at
micropylar end give rise to the egg apparatus while
the remaining one at each pole migrate to the central
portion of the embryo sac and become two polar nuclei
of the central cell.
At maturity, the embryo sac occupies the central
portion of the ovule (Fig. 1). The micropylar egg
apparatus consists of an egg cell and two closely
associated synergids. A filiform apparatus is formed
at the micropylar end of each synergid when mature.
The three chalazal antipodals divide two or three
times to form twelve to twenty-four bi - or multi-
nucleated antipodals. The two polar nuclei situate
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near the egg apparatus. The nucellus comprises of
many layers of cells in which the embryo sac is
situated. The ovule is bitegminal, the inner integu-
ment is composed of, two layers of cells and, at matura-
tion, covers the entire nucellus except the micropyle
and ovule attachment region. The outer integument
being rather massive at the micropylar end when
the embryo sac approaches maturity. Vascular traces
originate from a receptacular vascular bundle and
extend through that portion of ovary wall where ovule
attachment region is located, then into the style.
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic representation of the
longitudinal section of an ovary of p. longifolium
containing a mature embryo sac.
In the induced octoploid biotype (2N 6O), meiosis
is quite regular except that the second division of
micropylar dyad cell usually retards and is incom-
plete.Thus three megaspores are usually observed
instead of four at the end of meiosis. The inner
megaspore, with a reduced chromosome number, develops
into the embryo sac. The sequence of deve'Lopment and
appearance of the mature embryo sac are similar to





reagent) was used to localize the
polysaccharides. Structures cont-
aining polysaccharides such as the
cell wall, starch grains and fili-
form apparatus should stain purplish
red (Jensen, 1962). However, the
cytoplasm, as well as the nuclei,
may be colored slightly. The nucl-
eoli, especially those of the cells
composing the embryo sac, are often
intensely colored. Since polysaccha-
rides are not generally considered to
be present in the nucleolus, the
coloration of this organelle after
PAS reaction will be discussed
later.
1. The Tetraploid Biotype
Megaspore stage
The ovule at this stage is small, with a
large, oval-shaped megaspore in the center (Fig.
2a.). The megaspore nuclear sap is faintly stained
with PAS reagent but the nucleolus is rather deep
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in color (Fig. 2b). Nucleolar vacuole or vacuoles,
represented by the white unstained spots, can be
observed. The megaspore nucleus is surrounded by a
thin layer of vacuolated, faintly stained cytoplasm.
At this stage, the integument has differentiated
into two layers, the inner and outer ones (Fig. 2a).
Presence of a few small starch grains in the nucellus
and integuments as well as a little more in the
ovary wall (mainly in the layer just next to the
outer integument) is usually observed (Fig. 2b).
Starch grains are seldom found within the megaspore.
The degenerating megaspore at the micropylar end
shrinks gradually and is stained deeply with PAS
reagent (Fig. 2c). Walls of.all types of cells are
stained intensively with PAS reagent, especially
those between the nucellus and integuments at the
micropylar portion. The phenomenon is due to the
presence of thick cuticular layers (Fig. 2b). The
wall between the developing megaspore and the
lining nucellar cells also stains intensively and
its thickness increases as the degenerating nucellar
cells continue to deposit outside the spore wall
Fig. 2b).
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Binucleate embryo sac stage
Staining properties of the nuclei and cytoplasm
of the embryo sac at this stage are similar to those
of megaspore stage. But starch grains are now abundant
in the cytoplasm of the embryo sac (Fig. 3a to
3d). The two nuclei stain similarly with PAS reagent.
They are situated in opposite poles of the embryo
sac and separated by a large vacuole which is color-
less in this preparation. In most cases, a deeply
stained region at the micropylar end of the embryo
sac can be observed (Fig. 4). This deeply stained
region is the remnant of the degenerated megaspore,
which persists until the embryo sac matures. This
region also stains intensively for proteins and
seems to play a certain role in the formation of
the filiform apparatus in the synergids (see below),
Arrangement of nucellar cells in the chalazal
region is mainly irregular but closely packed (Fig.
4). Their size decreases gradually and become more
regularly arranged toward the micropylar region.
The nucellar cells which are situated just below
the embryo sac appear as several columns of very
flattened cells (Fig. 4). Intercellular spaces
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between these columns of nucellar cells are formed
later, which are believed to be related to the entry
of pollen tube into the embryo sac. More starch
grains are now found in the inner integument and
nucellus than in the outer integument. Increasing
amount of starch grains are also found in the ovary
wall at this stage. The association between the
ovary wall and integument may not be very intimate
except at the ovule attachment region. As a result,
a large space is often observed between these two
tissues in sections, which is due to fixation, de-
hydration and/or infiltration. Thus the ovule att-
achment region is the only connection between the
ovule and the ovary wall. A thick cuticular layer
between the nucellus and integument is very prominent
at this stage (Fig. 3c),
4-nucleate embryo sac stage
PAS staining properties of embryo sac at this
stage are similar to those of its younger stages.
It seems that there are more starch grains in the
micropylar cytoplasm than in the chalazal one (pig.
5a to d). A few starch grains are present in the
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nucellus and inner integument but are almost absent
in the outer integument. Remains of the degenerated
megaspore at the micropylar region can be seen in
many cases. The wall surrounding the developing
embryo sac thickens further as a-result of the de-
position of disintegrating nucellar cells.
Maturing_ embryo sac stage
In the early stage of the maturing embryo sac,
three cells of the egg apparatus cannot be differ-
entiated (Fig. 6a b). No filiform apparatus can
be seen in any cell at this stage. Equal amount of
starch grains, mainly in the chalazal portion, are
present in all three cells. Their nuclear saps and
cytoplasm are faintly stained. Only three antipodals
can be seen occupying the chalazal region of the
embryo.sac (rig. 6b c) at this stage. They are
unicleate and contain some starch grains. The two
polar nuclei stain similarly to those of antipodals
with. PAS reagent (Fig. 6b). A fe1 starch grains are
still present in the nucellus and inner integument
(Fig. (b)
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In the later stage, more starch grains are
deposited in the ovary wall and the embryo sac (Fig.
7a to c). The egg and synergids begin to different-
iate and enlarge. The egg cytoplasm becomes vacuol-
ated while the cytoplasm of the synergids remains
unchanged (Fig. 7c). Starch grain accumulation in
the egg cell continues, and their size increases
as the embryo sac begins to mature. But in the syn-
ergids, starch grains become smaller in size and
diminish. The egg and synergids elongate as the
embryo sac matures. Their nuclei are found moving
away from the micropylar end of the cells (Fig. 7c).
Filiform apparatus appears at the micropylar end
of each synergid. At the time the filiform apparatus
makes its appearance, starch grains in synergids
begin to diminish. Two types of filiform apparatus
development are observed in this study. In the
first type, the filiform apparatus can be observed
to develop through the thickening of the micropylar
part of the cell wall between the two synergids
(Fig. 8a, & b). Stripes of filiform apparatus, sus-
pected to be formed from substances (s) transformed
from starch grains in synergids, begin to deposit
on this wall and radiate from this part of wall to
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form the filiform apparatus (Fig. 8c). Of the second
type, stripes of filiform apparatus begin to project
inward from the synergid wall adjacent to the region
which is believed to be the degenerated megaspore
(Fig. 8d e). Synergid cytoplasm at this stage
still contains starch grains. Stripes of filiform
apparatus continue to be formed (Fig. 8f g) until
a fully developed filiform apparatus appears (Fig.
8h). By this time, starch grains disappear complete
ly from the synergid cytoplasm which stains slight-
ly but uniformly with PAS reagent. The appearance
of these two types of fully developed filiform
apparatus are different after the PAS reaction. In
the first type (Fig. 8c), the filiforin apparatus
appear to radiate from the wall between the two
_synergids and is rather homogeneous in the center.
On the other hand, stripes of filiform apparatus
radiatc from the micropylar portion of the synergid
wall in type II (Fig. 8h) instead of from the adja-
cent cell wall. The filiform apparatus appears to
be more digitate and has no surfaces in common.
The three uninucleate antipodal cells divide
and more antipodal cells are formed which are bi-
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nucleate owing to delay in or absence of cell wall
formation. The two polar nuclei of the central cell
increase in size and move closer to the egg appara-
tus. Starch grains also accumulate in the central
cell and antipodals (Fig. 7b). They are now larger
in size than those of the earlier stages.
Mature embryo sac stage
The mature embryo sac contains more than ten
antipodals at the chalazal end and the two synergids
have* well developed filiform apparatus (Fig.
9a to d). In both types of filiform apparatus
development, the filiform apparatus appears as
mass of strongly PAS positive materials at the
micropylar end of the cells. It is not homogeneous
but organizes into numerous filaments radiating
out into the cytoplasm of the cell from the site
of development. Starch grains are completely ab-
sent from the synergids at this time. The egg cell
becomes highly vacuu.iolated with abundant t large-
sized starch grains (Fig. 9d). Its starch grains
are especially rich in the immediate vicinity of
the nucleus so that the nucleus appears to be
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surrounded by a halo of starch grains. Unlike the
egg cytoplasm which is homogeneous and almost col-
orless, the synergid cytoplasm at this stage seems
to be granular and stains with PAS reagent (Fig.
9c d), indicating that it contains some poly-
saccharides. Nuclei of synerids are small in size
and are located approximately in the center of the
cells, The cytoplasm of synergids is usually de-
voids of any visible vacuoles. There is a common
wall between the two synergids and the egg. This
wall diminishes gradually from the micropylar to
the chalazal end (Fig. 9b c),
Central cell cytoplasm is highly vacuolated
and reacts lightly with PAS reagent. The two polar
nuclei are extremely large and are closely appress-
ed to each other. Each nucleus contains a large
,single nucleolus in which vacuoles are often
observed Fig. 9c). Thick central cell wall'-
gives a strong PAS reaction. Numerous tiny pro-
jections or papillae are being formed at this
stage in the inner surface of the central cell
wall (Fig. 10) which reacts with PAS reagent
strong.iy. These papillae are well observed in the
wholly mature embryo sac at the region adjacent
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to the nucellar cells. They are especially abundant
around the egg apparatus which is called
apical pocket by Diboll Larson, 1968 (Fig.
9d 10). However, these papillae are absent at
the micropylar region where the egg and synergids
are located. At this particular region, the central
cell shares a ..common- wall with the egg cell
and synergids.
Antipodal cytoplasm is unstained with PAS
reagent but starch grains are abundant and intense-
ly stained. Antipodal cells are binucleate at
this stage and incomplete cell wall are often
seen amore-a- these cells (Fig. 9d). The wall of
antipodals adjacent to the nucellus are also
thick and have papillae on the inner surface (Fig.
10). However, these papillae are much shorter
and are less abundant than those of the central
cell wall.
Starch grains are almost absent from the
nucellus at this stage except at the micropylar
region adjacent to the embryo sac (Fig. 9c). In
the chalazal region, the cells of integuments
arrange regularly and enclose the ovule (Fig. 9a),
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They become loosely packed toward the micropylar
end (Fig. 9b) and leave some intercellular spaces,
including the micropyle, from which the pollen tube
enters. A few starch -rains can still be seen in
the inner integument but there is none in the outer
one. An increasing amount of starch grains is
observed in the ovary Wall from the early embryo
sac stages to the mature embryo s.-ac stage. Within
the ovary wall, starch grains decrease gradually
in size and amount from the micropylar region to-
ward the chalazal region (compare Fig. 11a, & c).
No starch grains are observed in the elongated
cell strand at the ovule attachment region (rig.
12). They are only observed in cells lining this
cell strand. Vascular traces can be observed run-
ning from the vascular bundle at receptacular
region of the ovary wall up to the stylar region
(Fig. 13) at the side where the ovule attachs
to.the ovary wall( the ovule attachment region).
These vascular traces are absent from the portions
of the ovary wall where the ovule does not attach
intimately to it,
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2. The Octoploid Biotype
Of the octoploid biotype, the ovule is con-
sidarably larger than that of the tetraploid bio-
type. At megaspore stage, some fine starch grains
are present in the cytoplasm of the megaspore
(Fig. 1L+a). In subsequent stages of the embryo
sac development, PAS staining properties are
similar to those of tetraploid biotype (Fig. 15
to-18). The description given in the tetraploid
biotype are also applicable to this biotype. The
only difference is that there are more starch
grains in both ovule and ovary wall of the octo-
ploid biotype than in the tetraploid biotype.
Usually the starch grains are considerably larger
in size than that of tetraploid biotype, especially




The aniline blue black (ABB) stain-
ing was used to demonstrate the
distribution of total proteins in
the tissues and cells (Fisher, 1968).
In this preparation, proteins
should stain bluish black in color.
Since the main constituents of the
cytoplasm are proteins, the stain-
ing of ABB also reflects the dis-
tribution of cytoplasm in the
various tissue cells of the ovary.
The nucleus together with its
nucleolus or nucleoli, also contain
a large amount of proteins and
stain bluish black with ABB.
1. The Tetraploid Biotype
Megaspore stage
At the early megaspore stage, the megaspore
cytoplas!n is diffuse and stains very lightly with
ABB, indicating a low cytoplasmic protein con-
centration at this stage (Fig. 20a b). The
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nucleus, however, stains deeply, especially at
its nucleolus. Binucleolar nucleus can some-
times be observed during megagametogenesis. As
seen in PAS preparations, nucellar cells begin
to differentiate into two regions at this stage,
the vacuolated chalazal region and the consider-
ably less vacuolated micropylar region (Fig. 20a).
This is especially evident in the ABB preparations.
Cytoplasm is thin'in nucellar cells at chalazal
end but is rich and stains intensely with ABB in
those at the micropylar end. Nucellar cells with
higher protein concentration are progressively
smaller from chalazal end toward the micropylar
end. The developing integumentary cells are small
in size and stain deeply with ABB. They are closely
packed into four layers surrounding the nucellus.
Their cytoplasm is only slightly vacuolated at
this stage. The degenerating megaspore can be
seen clearly at the micropylar end and stains
deeply for proteins (Fig. 20c). Its nucleus
begins to disintegrate and cytoplasm becomes
granular in appearance. Thick cuticular cell walls
are unstained in this preparation. Thus an un-
stained thick layer is seen lining between the
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nucellus and integument (Fig. 20c). A very thick
unstained layer, the cell wall, can also'be
observed surrounding the degenerating megaspore.
Cell walls of the columns of micropylar nucellar
cells below the megaspore are also unstained.
However. the walls of the chalazal nucellar cells
and the cells of ovary wall are stained, indicat-
ing that they may contain some proteins (Fig. 20a
b). Therefore, in this preparation,one can
differentiate the cell walls which are rich in
proteins from those which are poor in proteins.
All the vacuoles in the cells of the ovule and
ovary wall are colorless in this preparation.
Cytoplasm is very thin and is located in the
inner periphery of the cell wall of the cells of
the ovary wall (Fig. 20a), giving the appearance
of empty cells. Thus there exists a color differ-
ence between the ovule and ovary wall. However,
this difference in coloration between the two
tissues becomes less striking as the embryo sac
grows (see below). Nevertheless, nuclei of both
tissues stain deeply for proteins.
Ass the embryo sac starts to develop, distinct
changes occur in the functional megaspore. The
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megaspore cytoplasm undergoes vacuolation and
condensation, giving a strong positive reaction
to ABB staining resulting from the protein con-
densation (Fig. 21a & b) around the nucleus.
Very thin cytoplasmic threads- can be seen connect-
ing the perinuclear cytoplasm with the peri-.
pheral one. Its nucleus is also deeper in color
than that of the earlier stage and nucleolus
increases in volume and protein content (Fig. 21b).
The degenerating megaspore- now becomes much con-
densed and appears as a dark blue remnant (Fig.
21c). Little differentiation of the coils in
ovule attachment region can be observed at this
stage (Fig. 21c).
Binucleate embryo sac stage
lne two nuclei of the embryo sac stain
similarly with ABB (Fig. 22a b) A lot of
dark bluish granules are observed in the nuclear
saps of these two nuclei. 'These granules are
suspected to be condensed ribonucleoprotein.
Their nucleoli are especially rich in protein
at this stage. They are usually vacuolated and
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are extremely large in size as compared with
those of other cells, indicating that the embryo
sac nuclei are metabolically very active at this
stage. However, the embryo sac cytoplasm and
nuclear sap are not so deeply stained with ABB
as in the late megaspore stage. It is due to the
continuous enlargement of the embryo sac. Besides
the large central vacuole, there are a lot of
small ones in the perinuclear cytoplasm. Darkly
stained disintegrating nucellar cells can be
seen lining the developing embryo sac (Fig. 22c).
In the ovary wall, d deeply stained cell strand
has developed, which runs from the receptacular
vascular bundle to the ovule attachment region
and connects with the nucellus (Fig. 22d & e).
The cells comprising of this strand are smaller
in size and are generally less vacuolated than
other cells in the ovary t,rall. They have high
protein content and are believed to play an
important role in translocation of nutrients
to the ovule (see below.
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1+-nucleate embryo sac stage
No obvious change in ABB staining properties
of the embryo sac cytoplasm can be observed as the
embryo sac grows from 2- to 4-nucleate stage. How-
ever, the four nuclei stain lighter with ABB (Fig.
23a to c) than the two nuclei in binucleate embryo
sac (Fig. 22a & b). As the embryo sac enlarges,
nucleus increases in size while the nucleolus
remains unchanged. This increase in the ratio of
size between the nucleus and nucleolus may in-
dicate a slow-=down of metabolic activity of the
embryo sac nuclei. The dark blue granules within
the nuclei can still be seen sometimes. The small
vacuoles within the perinuclear cytoplasm in the
binucleate stage can no longer be seen at this
stage. Vacuolation of cytoplasm in the nucellar
cells in the chalazal region is now more distinct
at this stage than at younger stages. Cells of
the two integuments also become vacuolated after
they have been well differentiated (Fig. 23c),
more so in the inner one than in the outer one.
In contrast with the other cells of the ovary
wall, the cells of the cell strand at the ovule
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attachment region of the ovary wall become elongated
and stain deeply with. ABS- Fig. 23a), in-
dicating the presence of rich cytoplasmic proteins
in these cells.
Maturing embryo sac stage
In the maturing embryo sac, when the seven
cells are just formed, no visible difference is
revealed between them regarding their relative
amounts of proteins. All are slightly stained
with ABB (Fig. 24a to e). However, in most cells,
the nuclear saps seem to be lighter in color than
the cytoplasm. Nucleoli are still high in protein
content since they stain intensely. Nucellar and
integunientary cells continue to be vacuolated
(Fig. 24a). The color differences between the
ovular and ovary wall cells now become less
striking and both types of cells stain similarly
with ABBFig. 24a).
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Mature embryo sac stage
Protein content of the mature embryo sac
is very high as demonstrated by ABB reaction and
great variations are observed within the cells
of the embryo sac (Fig. 25a). Both the cytoplasm
and nucleus of the egg stain distinctly with
ABB (Fig. 25b). The egg cytoplasm can be seen
highly vacuolated with the nucleus situated more
or less at the center of the cell. On the other
hand, synergid cytoplasm stains much lighter in
color than the egg cytoplasm does and is granular
in appearance (Fig. 25b & c). Vacuoles in synergid
cytoplasm, if present, are much smaller than
those in the egg. The f ilif orm apparatus stains
only faintly with ABB when wholly developed. How-
ever, a dark bluish region can be observed around
the filiform apparatus, indicating that concen-
.trat ed cytoplasmic proteins are present in this
region (Fig. 25d), In some occasions, the dark
remnant of the degenerated megaspore can still
be seen in the micropylar end of synergid, from
where the filiform apparatus emerges. The nucleus
of synergid also stains deeply with ABB (Fig, 25f)
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The central cell is similar to the egg in protein
.staining. There is a thin, darkly stained peri-
pheral layer of cytoplasm surrounds the vacuoles
(Fig. 25c). The.two polar nuclei are the largest
nuclei in the mature embryo sac and are surrounded
by a perinuclear layer of cytoplasm which is also
deeply stained. Cytoplasmic threads exist between
the peripheral and perinuclear cytoplasm. Each
polar nucleus is approximately two times greater
than the egg nucleus and is almost ten times than
that of nucellar cells. Numerous unstained poly-
saccharide papillae of the central cell wall can
be observed sandwiched between the colorless cell
wall and the colored cytoplasm of-the central cell
(Fig. 25c & d)
Antipodals stain similarly to the central
cell for proteins (Fig. 25f), but they contain
only small vacuoles. They are binucleate or, in
a few cells, multinucleate. In some cases, an
intimate connection is present between the anti-
podals and the nucellus at the chalazal tip of
the embryo sac (Fig. 25g). This intimate connec.
tiotL may play a certain role for the movement
of-nutritive substances from the adjacent tissue
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to the embryo sac. No change in ABB staining pro-
perties is found in other ovular tissues and the
ovary wall. However, several columns of nuc e l lar
cells just below-the embryo sac are high in protein
content (Fig. 25c & d). Cells of the inner
integument seem to be more vacuolated at the
micropylar end but are still arranged regularly
in two layers, while those of the outer one are
not (Fig. 25d). The cells of the outer integument
are smaller and are comparatively less vacuolated.
The elongate cell strand at the ovule attachment
region again stains deeply with ABB and is less
vacuolated (Fig. 25h).
2. The Octoploid Iiiotype
At megaspore and uninucleate embryo sac
stages, the embryo sac stains similarly to that
of the tetraploid biotype (Fig. 26a & b). Usually,
two deeply stained degenerated sporogeneous cells
(Fig. 26c & d) can be seen at the micropylar end
of the ovule while there is only one in the
tetraploid biotype. No significant difference in
protein stainability is noticed in subsequent
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stages of the ovule development between the two
biotypes (Fig. 26 to 30). Cells and nuclei are
larger in size in octoploid biotype, especially
the .riucellar cells, which are more than two times
of those in tetraploid.although the chromosome
number is doubled only (compare Fig. 31a & b).
However, their protein staining properties are
more or less the same.
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NUCLEIC ACIDS
(Figures 32 to 42)
Azure Bwas used in this exp-
eriment for demonstration of
nucleic acids.The two types of
nucleic acids can be distin-
guisied when stained with Azure
B at pH 4.0 since DNA appears
greenish blue while RNA is
from purplish to deep blue.In
this preparation, lignin is
also stained greenish with
Azure B (Jensen, 1962).
1. The Tetraploid Biotype
Megaspore stage
At megaspore and uninucleate embryo sac stage,
the embryo sac cytoplasm stains distinctly deep
purplish blue with Azure B, indicating the high
cytoplasmic RNA content (Fig. 32a & b). However,
its nuclear sap stains faintly greenish blue with
Azure B Fig. 32b). On the other hand, nuclear saps
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of other cells in the ovary (cells of the nucellus,
integuments and ovary wall) stain a much deeper
greenish blue color (Fig. 32b). It has been mention.
ed previously that the resulted megaspore after
megasporogenesis has unreduced chromosome number
because of the restitutional meiotic division.
Thus, this low DNA concentration of megaspore is
not due to the haploid condition of the nucleus
but as a result of an enlarged condition of this
nucleus, which causes a dilution of the DNA per
unit volume. It has been estimated that the nuclear
size of the megaspore -or uninucleate embryo
sac is about five to eight times that of other
cells in the ovary (Fig. 32b).
The nucleolus of the megaspore stains deep
blue with Azure B instead of deep purplish blue
as in the case of the cytoplasm. This color differ-
ence between the nucleolus and the cytoplasm
after Azure B staining was also observed by Flax
Hires (1952) and Austin Bishop (1959) in
many plants and animals. This is believed to be
cause by a particular organization of ribonucleo-
protein complexes in the nucleolus. The degenerat--
ing*megaspore also stains deep purplish blue with
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Azure B (Fig. 32c). DNA is not detected in this
degenerating cell. The cytoplasm of nucellar cells
also stains purplish blue with Azure Be The dis-
tribution of RNA in nucellar cells-resembles to
that of protein, that is, cells of the micropylar
region contain more RNA than those of the chalazal
region. The ovary wall cells stain only light blue
for RNA. All cell walls are stained a greenish
color in this. preparation which is possibly due
to the presence of lignin-like substance.
Binucleate embryo sac stage
The cytoplasm of the embryo sac stains lighter
than that of uninucleate one owing to the dilution
of cytoplasmic content (Fig. 33a to c). Nuclear
saps of the two nuclei show only very faint green-
ish blue color for DNA (Fig. 33b c). However,
their' nucleoli remain high in RNA content. Large
vacuoles between the two nuclei are colorless.
Degenerating nuc e l l ar cells lining the enlarging
embryo sac are stained deep purplish blue in the
Azure B test (Fig. 33b c). Cells of the nucellus
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and ovary wall stain the same for both DNA and
RNA as in the uninucleate embryo sac stage.
4-nucleate embryo sac stage
No significant difference in RNA stainability
Is observed between the binucleate and 4-nucleate
embryo sacs (Fig. 34a to e). All four nuclei
stain lighter for DNA and only very faint greenish
blue color can be observed. Nucleoli are still
deep blue in Azure B test. Cytoplasmic RNA content
remains high in the nucellar cells, especially
at the micropylar end. Since the cytoplasm of
the inner integumentary cells at the micropylar
region are highly vacuolated, they stain only
light purplish blue with Azure B (Fig. 34b). On
the other haiui, cells in the outer integument in
this region stamen intensively for RNA. Deep
purplish blue disintegrating nucellar cells can
also be observed lining the developing embryo
sac.
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Maturing embryo sac stage
The seven cells in the maturing embryo sac
stain with the same intensity for RNA (Fig. 35a
to e). No. significant difference' is found in the
three cells of the egg apparatus as regards their
DNA and RNA content. All the embryo sac nuclei
stain very very faintly greenish blue color with
Azure B. However, as the embryo sac matures, some
variations in the distribution of nucleic acids
occur inside these cells.
Mature embryo sac stage
Deoxyribonucleic acid is hardly detectable
in the egg cell by Azure B test (Fig. 36a)
Feulgen reaction for DNA was also carried out
Sections were first hydrolyzed in 1N HC1 at 60°C
for 15 minutes and then were subjected to Schiff's
reagent (Jensen, 1962). Similar result is also
observed in the egg nucleus. DNA was also re-
ported as hardly detectable in the egg cells of
some other plant species (Kapil and Bhatnagar,
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1975). It is generally believed that this is due
to a large increase in nuclear volume resulted
in the dilution of DNA (Pritchard, 1960. It is
also suggested by some cytologists that this can
be due to the stretching of DNA molecules in the
sexual nuclei (Kapil & Bhatnagar, 1975). Never-
theless,, RNA stainability of the egg cell is high and
continues to increase as the embryo sac matures.
The distribution of RNA in the mature embryo sac
is parallel to slat of protein. Cytoplasmic RNA
content is also high in synergids. Synergid nuclei
give only very faint reaction for DNA Fig. 36b).
The mature filiform apparatus is unstained
with Azure B (Fig. 36c). Like the aniline.blue
black staining for proteins, a deep purplish blue
coloration is usually.observed around the filiform
apparatus (Fig. 36a to d) in the Azure B pre-
parati:.on,indicating the presence of rich RNA in
the cytoplasm around the filiform apparatus.
The cytoplasm of the central cell and anti.
podals stain similarly for RNA to that of the egg
(Fig. 36a & e). Very faint greenish blue color is
also observed in the polar nuclei. The nuclei of
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antipodals stain faintly but distinctly for DNA
(Fig. 36a) and is the only type of cells in the
mature embryo sac that indicates the very result.
RNA remains high in the less vacuolated outer
integumentary cells. Cells in the ovule attach-
ment region also stain distinctly for RNA and
appear as-a purplish blue cell strand running
from the receptacular vascular bundle of ovary
wall to the ovule attachment region (Fig. 36f).
Some greenish granules are observed in the cells
of the ovary wall (Fig. 36a, c & e). These granules
are suspected to be composed of lignin-life sub-
stance and are present in the ovary wall through-
out the ovule development.
2. The Octoploid Biotype
In the oetoploid biot.ype, stainability of.
nucleic acids is similar to fiat in the tetraploid
biotype (Fig. 37 to LM), No significant differences
in DNA stainability are observed in the cells of
megagametophyte in these two baiotypes although
the cells are larger in the octoploid biotype
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than those in the tetraploid one. This result is
to be anticipated since the resulting megaspores
after meiosis contain the same amount of DNA
(4N) in both biotypes (megaspore chromosome
number is unreduced in tetraploid biotype and
reduced from 8N to 4N in octoploid biotype.
However, DNA contents are different in the other
cells of the ovary between these two biotypes.
It being Li-N in the tetraploid. biotype but 8N in
the octoploid one. Both the cells and nuclei
are smaller in size in the tetraploid biotype.
This is most conspicuous in the nucellar cells
(compare Fig. 42 a & b). DNS!.. stainability is
somehat higher in the nuclei of the octoploid
biotype than that of the tetraploid one since
the nuclear size of the cells of the former one
is less than two tunes in the tetraploid one,
although its chromosome number is doubled.
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DISCUSSION
During the process of the embryo sac develop.
ment, PAS reserve substances, in the form of starch
grains, accumulate gradually in both the ovule and
ovary wall from. the megaspore stage onwards and are
mainly evenly distributed in the embryo sac until
maturity is reached..They then vary significantly
in the cells of the mature embryo sac (Fig. 11a, b
& c) This is the case in the ovule development of
Stellaria media (Pritchard, 1964), Vanda (Alvarez
Sagawa, 1965), Arachis hypogaea (Panchaksharappa
Hegde, 1974) and Dipcadi montanum (Panchaksharappa
& Syamasundar, 1975).
Progressive thickening of the PAS positive wall
is one of the most conspicuous features of the mega-
spore in this species (Fig. 2b). Similar wall-thick-
ening by deposition of callose and other polysaccha-
ride substances was recorded by Rociltiewicz (1970)
around the megaspore mother cell, dyad and tetrad
in some members of the angiosperms having Polygonum
and Oenothera types of embryo sacs. Additional wall-
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thickening was also reported at the onset of meiosis
around the megaspore mother 'cell in the young ovule
of Diarrhena (Schwab, 1971) and P. scrobiculatum
(Panchaksharappa & Rudramuniyappa, 1973). It persists
in the micropylar megaspore and the wall of the
embryo sac in subsequent stages. This PAS positive
wall-thickening around the megaspores seems to be
of some significance in the differentiation of the
female gametophyte. It can be compared with that
around the pollen mother cells in the Gramineae in
which this additional wall is said to play a con-
spicuous role in sporogenesis (Panchaksharappa
Rudramuniyappa, 1972 & 1975). It has been suggested
that cells free from the influence of their neighbors
in a tissue are able to show greater diversity of
growth forms than those developing in close contact
with other cells( Steward, 1961). Recently, the
formation of these special walls is believed to be
connected with a requirement for some degree of
isolation of the meiotic product(s), which acts as
a "selective molecular filter" (Heslop-Harrison,
1972). Thus, it is possible that a change in the
cell wall structure and/or chemistry would effect-
ively increase the isolation of the megaspore from
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the nucellus, at least as far as macromolecular
exchange is concerned, thereby the megaspore is free
to pursue an independent development in P. longifolium.
It has long been known that different fixatives
affect the chemistry and morphology of cells and
tissues differently. With the fixation method used
in this study, the PAS staining properties of cell
organelles are somewhat modified. All the nucleoli
are colored intensely in this preparation by PAS
reagent and the nuclei are also faintly stained.
Insoluble polysaccharides are not generally consider
to be the components of nucleoli, although the
presence of polysaccharides was reported in the
nucleoli of some organisms (Busch Smetana, 1970).
Diboll (1967) recommended the use of the ultraviolet
microscope to distinguish the specific from the
nonspecific staining in PAS preparation. In the
ultraviolet microscope, egg nucleolus of Zea mays
appears yellow while other structures containing
polysaccharides are rod in color. The cause(s) of
this nonspecific staining are not yet clear. It is
possible that the fixative, glutaraldehyde, may
introduce some aldehyde groups into the nucleoli
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in our tissues, thus affecting the specificity of
PAS reagent. On the other hand, this may also be
caused by the reaction of certain proteins present
in the nucleoli. It is known that certain amino
acids, such as serine, threonines, etc., can react
with periodic acid and produce aldehyde groups
(Nicolet & Shinn, 1939 Glegg, Clermont Lebond,
1952). Furthermore, presence of some complex lipids
such as glycolipids and phospholipids may also give
a positive reaction with PAS reagent (Barka &
Anderson, 1965).
Total cytoplasmic protein content is initially
low at the beginning of megaspore stage (Fig. 20b).
However, towards the end of the megaspore stage, a
marked increase in its cytoplasmic protein concen-
tration is observed(Fig. 21b). Cytoplasmic RNA is
also high at this stage (Fig. 32b). The nucleolus
contains exceptionally high RNA and proteins and is
usually vacuolated. This phenomenon in the late
megaspore stage may be due to the cytoplasmic con-
densation.However, the possibility that cytoplasmic
organelles are metabolically active in the synthesis
of these macromolecular substances for the prep-
aration of growth of the erLlbryo sac cannot be ex-
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cluded.
As the embryo sac develops, however, the
staining intensity for protein and RNA of its
cytoplasm decreases from late megaspore stage to
maturing stage. This is in contrast with the.
results reported in Stellaria media (Pritchard,
1964) and Vanda (Alvarez & Sagawa, 1965) in which
increasing protein contents were observed during
the embryo sac development. A slight increase in
cytoplasmic volume is observed during the enlarge-
anent of the embryo sac in this study. Thus the
decrease in staining intensity for proteins and
RNA may be due to the dilution of volume, a con-
sequence of the using up of proteins or, more
possibly, the absence of new protein synthesis
accompanying the embryo sac enlargement. In
Dipcadi montanum (Panchaksharappa & Syamasundar,
1975), a similar decrease in total protein contents
was also recorded.
Referring to the results of the AI3B and Azure
B staining for proteins and RNA, the distribution
of RNA can be found closely parallel to that of
the proteins during the embryo sac development.
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In general, progressive elaboration of RNA is a
precursor to cellular growth and differentiation
since the elaboration of proteins in biological
systems is preceded-by RNA synthesis. Pritchard
(1964), in the study of Stellaria media, concluded
that a rapid RNA synthesis period was Ocharacter-
ized by an intense cytoplasmic basophilic, an in-
crease in nucleolar size and vacuolization and a
parallel but slightly delayed synthesis of proteins.
This observation is in.agreement with current
notions concerning the function of nucleolus as
the principal site of RNA synthesis in the cell.
In the present study, apparent increase in RNA
content is not observed as the embryo sac grows
from megaspore to mature stage, although nucleoli
enlargement and vacuolization are noted. However,
in some plants, e.g. Stellaria media (Pritchard,
1964), a marked increase in RNA occurs in the
archesporial cells,during the formation of the
embryo sac from the megaspore, as well as in the
egg for the preparation of the next step in develop-
ment. Nevertheless, cytoplasmic proteins and RNA
are high in the mature embryo sac in P. longifolium.
This is accomplished by an increase in nucleolar'
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RNA. In this case, it is difficult to know whether
the increase in cytoplasmic RNA precedes that of
the proteins,therefore, lead to an increase in.
proteins,or the proteins are synthesized by using
the pre-existing RNA as template..
Stainabilities of the four types of cells for
the four tested substances vary considerably in
the mature gametophyte. They are dealt with in the
following paragraphs
EGG: The egg cell of P. longifolium contains
a large amount of starch grains (Fig. 9d). This is
in contrast to Stellaria media (Pritchard, 1964),
Vanda (Alvarez Sagawa, 1965), Arachis
(Panchaksharappa Hegde, 1974) and Dipcadi
(Panchaksharappa Syamasundar, 1975), of which
the egg cells are usually devoid of starch grains.
On the other hand, accumulation of starch grains
in the egg cell was reported in Triticum (Hu, 1964),
Tradescantia (Vassileva-Dryanovska, 1966), Zea mays_
(Diboll & Larson, 1966), Hcrdeum (Cass: & Jensen,
1970) and Paspalum scrobiculatum (Panchaksharappa
and Hudrariluriyappa, 1973)• Besides starch grains,
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protein and RNA concentrations are distinctly high
in the cytoplasm of the mature egg cell in P.
longifolium (Fig. 25b & 36a) which are resulted
from the cytoplasmic condensation. An increase in
proteins and RNA was also noticed in the egg cells
of Stellaria (Pritchard, 1964), cotton (Jensen,
1965b), Vanda (Alvarez & Larson, 1965) and
Capsella (Schulz & Jensen, 1968). However, DNA is
diluted owing to its large size, and is undetect-
able in the mature egg nucleus in P. longifolium.
The highly vacuolated egg cytoplasm and the
accumulation of starch grains in it indicate the
low metabolic activity of the egg cell. In fact,
the egg cell is said to be rather passive in status
and is very dependent in nourishment upon other
components of the embryo sac in the course of its
maturation. These phenomenona are expected to
continue until fertilization occurs. After fer-
tilization,or stimulation by the sperm nucleus in
the apoiraicts, metabolic activity would be evoked
for the development of the embryo and the PAS
reserve substances will be utilized.
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SYNERGIDS: Synergids are other components of
the egg apparatus. They usually exist in pair but
may be absent in a few plants (Cass, 1972). One
prominent character of the synergid is the presence
of filifbrm apparatus at. maturation. The synergids
together with their filiform apparatus were studied
by several authors in a number of plants (Van der
Pluijm, 1963 Schulz Jensen, 1968 Mogensen, 1972
and Panchaksharappa Syamasundar, 1975).
In the studies of Stellaria (Pritchard, 196La),
cotton (Jensen, 1965a) and Capsella (Schulz Jensen,
.
1968, synergids are interpreted to-take an active
role in the maintenance and growth of the embryo
sac by synthesising the RNA and proteins prior to.
fertilization. This may also be the case in P.
longifolium. According to the present study, starch
grains are absent from synergids. In contrast to
the egg'cell, it contains low PAS positive tinge
in its cytoplasm (Fig. 9c), indicating the presence
of some PAS substances. Proteins and RNA are dis-
persed in the cytoplasm (Fig. 25c & 36a). Large
visible vacuoles are usually absent. Thus the
synergids may be metabolically active and play an
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important'part in.nourishing the embryo sac, es-
pecially the. egg,before fertilization. On the other
hand, the function of the synergids in this species
may also be related to the entry of the pollen tube
into the embryo sac through the synergid filiform
apparatus (Chao, 1971).
The formation of filiform apparatus in synergids
in this species has been mentioned previously (Fig.
8a-h). The mature filiform apparatus appears to
organize into filaments and radiates out into the
cytoplasm of the synergid'from the site of forma-
Ion.(Fig. 9d. In fact, in may be the dense cyto-
plasm around the filiform apparatus which extends
into the filiform apparatus and leads to the fila-
mentous appearance. Plasm membrane was reported to
separate the filiform apparatus from the cytoplasm
of synergid in cotton (Jensen, 1965a). The main
chemical components of the filiform apparatus are
polysaccharides, which stain intensely with PAS
reagent (Fig. 9d). This is compatible with the
idea concerning most plants that the filiform ap-
paratus-is an extension of. the wall.It should be
mentioned that the substances used to build the
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ifiliform apparatus in this species is derived from
the starch grains of the young synergid. At the
early seven-celled embryo sac stage, starch grains
are present in equal amount in the three cells of
the egg apparatus (Fig. 6a & b). However, as the
filiform apparatus develops, starch grains diminish
gradually in the two cells which develop into the
synergids (Fig. 7c). Increased stripes of filiform
apparatus are deposited as more starch grains are
being used up. When a fully developed filiform
apparatus is formed, starch grains are completely.
absent from the synergid.
A small amount of proteins is present in the
filiform apparatus of this species (Fig. 25d).
Nucleic acids are completely absent (Fig. 36c).
However, the cytoplasm surrounding the filiform
apparatus stains distinctly for total proteins and
RNA (Fig. 25d & 36a- d). This high staining inten-
sity lead to a conclusion that many cytoplasmic
organelles may concentrate at this region. A great
mass of elAdoplasmic reticulum,, ribosomes, plastids,
mitochondria and dictyosomes are found to sur-
round the filiform apparatus in cotton, Capsella,-
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7ea,, Picris and some other species (Johri &
Bhatnagar, 1973). It is suggested that this ex-
tremely dense cytoplasmic organelles may be related
to the synthesis of enzymes which are needed to
convert substances in the filiform apparatus, or
in other cells of the micropylar region, into
chemotropic substances which direct the.growth of
the pollen tube into the embryo sac. Moreover, it
is supposed that the synergids, together with
their filiform apparatus, play a part in the estab_
.lishm.ent of the embryo polarity (Diboll Larson,
1966). The filiform apparatus may also act as an
intermediate in conveying the metabolites from
the surrounding nucellar cells into the embryo
sac (Jensen, 1965a).
It is observed that in many cases, before
the filiform apparatus is fully developed, the
PAS positive degenerated megaspore still persists
in the micropylar end of the embryo sac of P.
longifolium. It also contains some proteins and
RNA as indicated by the strong ABB and Azure B
reactions. In the presence of this megaspore
remains, stripes of filiform apparatus are seen
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to radiate from this region inward as if it was
the site for filiform apparatus development. How-
ever, in the absence of this sporogeneous remnant,
filiform apparatus develops through the thickening
of the walls between the two synergids. Similar
PAS. positive region (or cavity) was found in the
ovule of Torenia fournieri (Van der Pluijm, 1964).
according to Van der Pluijm, during the development
of the filiform apparatus, the embryo sac wall
above this region is partly dissolved and bursts
open, through which the growing pollen tube enters
the embryo sac. In this case, the pollen tube is
believed to enter the synergid only where this
PAS positive region is located. ,However, in the
absence of this PAS positive region, pollen tube
would enter to either one. Thus, in addition to
the formation of the filiform apparatus, this
region may also contribute something to the growth
of the pollen tube into the embryo sac.
A common wall is observed-at the region where
the egg is in contact with the two subsidiary
s ynergids. This common wall is incomplete and is
poorly defined in the chalazal region under light
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microscrope. Similar observation was reported in
Torenia (Van der Pluijm, 1964), cotton (Jensen,
1965a), maize (Diboll & Larson, 1966) and Capsella
(Schulz & Jensen, 1968). It is suggested that the
absence of this wall between the egg and synergid
at the chalazal end would allow the sperm to move
from the synergid to the egg cell during fer-
til.i.zation(Diboll & Larson, 1966 Jensen Fisher,
1968 Van Went, 1970). Van Went also considered
that the very absence makes the cells more flexible
and protects it from the pressure exerted upon the
egg as a result of the discharge of the pollen tube
into one of the synergids which increases in volume
considerably.
CENTRAL CELL : According to the studies on
the embryo sacs of cotton (Jensen, 1965b), Zea mays
(Diboll & Larson, 1966) and some other plants, the
central cell plays an important role not only in
the initiation of the endosperm development but
also in the enlargement of the embryo sac. There
exists a complex relation between the central cell
wall and. the disirtegrating nucellar cells adjacent
the embryo sac in these plants. In P. longifolium,
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the wall of the central cell in contact with the
nucellus, is a thick, irregular layer which colors
strongly with PAS reagent. Numerous tiny projections
or papillae are observed in the inner surface of
the central cell wall (Fig. 10). In Pisum (Hardham,
1976), these projections are believed to facilitate
the passage of nutrients from the ovular tissue into
the embryo sac. In P. longifolium, protein and RNA
concentration as well as the number of papillae are
especially high in the region of the apical pocket
around the egg apparatus. These may support the
view that the projections probably enhance the
flow of metabolites from the ovular tissue to the
embryo sac.
Cytochemical staining properties of the central
cell cytoplasm is similar to those of the egg. Ex
tremely large nuclei and nucleoli are found in the
central cell and the egg. They stain distinctly
for proteins and RNA Fig. 25c & 36a). Wallace
(1963) indicated that a large nucleolar volume
may be associated with a relatively high rate of
protein synthesis. However, it is not clear whether
or not the cytoplasm of these cells contains suffi-
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cient organelles for the high-race synthetic activ-
ity, although the cytoplasm gives intensely positive
reaction with ABB. and Azure B (orthochromatic
shade) which is due to cytoplasmic condensation.
Nevertheless, the presence of a large amount of
starch grains in these cells `may suggest a storage
of macromolecular substances which can be used for
the rapid post-fertilization development of the
embryo and endosperm.
ANTIPODALS The cytochemistry and function
of antipodals in the angiosperm embryo sac were
studied in some plants (Koul, 1964). The antipodal
cells frequently undergo an increase in size and
or number, and this event is often accompanied by
an increase in DNA which is brought about by endo-
mitosis in plants belonging to the families of
Gramineae. Gentianaceae and Compositae (Maheshwari
1950). Antipodals are also thought to play a nutri-
tive role in the. embryo sac development in grasses.
In P. longifolium, the antipodals often undergo two
or three mitotic divisions leading to a formation
of twelve to twenty-four antipodals which are usually
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bi- or multi-nucleated. These cells show a high
concentration of polysaccharides, proteins and RNA
(Fig. 9d, 25f & 36a). A distinct DNA staining is
also observed in the nuclei of these cells (Fig.
36a). It is clear that the presence of high cyto-
plasmic proteins and RNA indicate a high rate of
metabolism of these cells in this species. And the
increase in DNA is also essential for the.high rate
of metabolic activity in the cytoplasm of these
cells. In this species, the antipodals may also
act as "transformers" or converters" by transform-
in the nutritive substances from the adjacent nuc-el
lar cells to the embryo sac and/or converting the
precursors into essential metabolites required by
the developing embryo sac. This view is strength-
ening by the fact that the antipodal wall forms
numerous papillae adjacent to the nucellus (Fig.
10), which probably facilitate the flow of meta-
bolites from the nucellus to the embryo sac. More-
over, intimate connection between the nucellus and
antipodals is observed in this species (Fig. 25g),
which is a fact to facilitate the flow of meta-
bolites from the nucellus into the embryo sac. The
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presence of rich DNA and proteins in these cells
and the numerous papillae which are present on the
inner surface adjacent to the nucellus are also
found in the antipodals of some other plants
(Pritchard, 1964; Dibcll & Larson, 1966 and
Panchaksharappa & Syamasundar, 1975).
As a result of the present study, an important
connection between the embryo sac and ovary wall
for the flow of nutrients is revealed: The cells
of the nucellus show little change in cytochemical
staining during the embryo sac development. They
are low in cytoplasmic protein and RNA content but
starch grains are present from the early stage on-
wards. As the embryo sac matures, starch grains
are only observed around the micropylar portion
of this tissue (Fig. 9a - d). Nucellar cells have
differentiated into two regions at an early embryo
sac stage. It is interesting to note that only the
cells below and closely-associated with the embryo
sac are less vacuolated and more rich in proteins
and RNA. These cells are connected with the special
cell strand in the ovary wall passing the ovule
attachment region. The cytochernistry and morphology
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of the cell strand are very similar to those of the
micropylar nucellar cells (Fig. 12, 15h & 36f) in
that cytoplasmic polysaccharides, proteins and RNA
are very rich. Starch grains are present only in
the cells lining this cell strand (Fig. 12). It is
mentioned that there exists only one vascular bundle
at the receptacular region of the ovary and from
this bundle arise the vascular traces which go up
the ovary wall and then to the stylar region by the
side of the ovule attachment region (Fig. 1). No
vascular traces exist in the ovule or the ovule
attachment region. Since the ovule attachment
region is the only connection between the ovule
and the ovary wall, it is very likely that the cells
of this cell strand act as transfer cells which
are responsible for translocation of soluble nutri-
tive substances from the ovary wall through the
ovule attachment region into the nucellus. These
cells resemble those found at the sites of some
plants where considerable solute movements occur
(Gunning & Pate, 1969 Diellnke, 1975). After reach-
ing the nucellu, these substances are transported
into the cmbryo sac through the embryo sac wall
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,and the papillae. Two groups of elongated cells
are also found in Dianthus chinensis (Buell, 1952)
to act as supplementary pathways for the movement
of food materials from the funicular vascular
bundle to the embryo sac. Thus it is quite evi-
dent that the cell strand,ovule attachment region
and the less vacuolated nucellar cells form a
continuous passage for the movement of nutrients
from the ovary wall into the embryo sac.
Although the meiotic patterns during mega-
sporogenesis are different in the tetraploid and
octoploid biotypes of P. longifolium, histochemical
staining properties of the four macromolecules are
essentially similar in these two polyploids. This
may be due to the fact that their developmental
patterns and structures of the embryo sacs are
similar. The only minor differences observed are
the size and amount of starch grains in the ovaries
(Fig. 19a & b) of the two biotypes.
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CONCLUSION AND STJiIMARY
The present study deals with the microscopic
histochemical localization of the four macromolecular
substances, namely polysaccharides, proteins,
DNA and RNA, during the embryo sac development in
the two biotypes (tetraploid and octoploid) of
Paspalum lontifolium. As a result, the following
conclusions are drawn:
1. Polysaccharides (mainly in the form of starch
grains), proteins and RNA are initially low in
the megaspore but accumulate gradually in the
embryo sac as the ovule develops.
2. Distribution of starch grains in the ovary wall
and ovular tissues other than the female gameto-
phyte is from the micropylar to the chalazal
regions. They decrease in size and amount
towards the chalazal half in the ovary but
acciumulate gradually from the megaspore stage
onwards.
3. The mature egg and central cell are rich in
starch reserves and highly vacuolated. They
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may be rather metabolically inactive.
4. The presence of a highly papillated central cell
wall. may contribute something to the nourishment
of the embryo sac by facilitating the passage of
nutrients from the nucellus into the embryo sac.
5. In contrast to the egg and central cell, the
two synergids are devoid of starch grains but
contain filiform apparatus. Their cytoplasm is
homogeneous in content. These facts indicate
an active metabolic status of the synergids in
nourishing other components of the embryo sac.
6. During the development of the fitiform apparatus,
all the starch reserves in the young synergid
are transformed into substances for its build-
ing up. Starch grains are completely used up
when the filiform apparatus is fully developed.
7. The degenerated megaspore remnant,persists in
the rnicropylar region, of the maturing embry3
sac, is found to be related to the formation
of the filiform apparatus. In the presence of
this remains, the filiform apparatus is believed
to emerge from it.
8. Antipodals are also important in nourishing the
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.embryo sac. They are rich in all the four tested
substances. Their inner walls adjacent to the
nucellus are also papillated. They are believed
to transform metabolites from the nucellar cells
to the embryo sac. Besides, intimate connection
between the nucellus and antipodals may also
provide a direct passway for metabolite flow
from the nucellus into the embryo sac.
9. Vascular traces are absent in the ovule. A
distinct cell strand, situated at the ovule
attachment region of the ovary wall, connects
the receptacular vascular bundle with the ovule.
Cells of this strand are less vacuolated but
rich in protein and RNA contents, Starch
grains are present only in the cells lining
this cell strand. Cells of this strand seem
to act as transfer cells which transport
nutrients from the ovary wall into the ovule.
10. Nucellar cells around the micropylar half of
the embryo sac are similar to the cells of
the cell strand in the ovary wall at the ovule
attachment region,and are believed to participate
in the translocation of nutrients into
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the embryo sac. The overall flow of nutritive
substances can be reviewed from the recepta-
cular vascular bundle, through the cell strand
which is at the ovule attachment region, to
the ovule. After reaching the ovule, they are
transported into the embryo sac mainly by ways
of the micropylar nucellar cells.
11. No significant difference in histochernical
staining is found between the tetraploid and
octoploid biotypes of P. longifolium.
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PLATE I-XXVIII
Figure 1. Diagrammatic longitudinal section of
a mature ovary of Pasalum long foliuml,
indicating ovary wall (OW), vascular trace
(VT), antipodal cells (A), ovule attach-
ment region (OAR), embryo sac (ES),
polar nuclei (Pn), synergid (S), egg (E),
filiform apparatus (FA), nucellus (N),
inner integument (II), outer integument















Figures 2-13. Longitudinal sections of ovaries of the
Ongifoliumtetraploid biotype of p.
stained with PAS reagent
Megaspore stage, showing the distributionFigure 2.
of starch grains in various tissues and
the absence of it in the regaspore. The
integument has differentiated into outer
(01) and inner ones (II) (in a). Note the
deeply stained walls between tie nucelius
and integuments (small arrows in b) and
also between the megaspore and nucellus
(large arrows in b). The deeply stained
degenerating megaspore (arrows in c) can
be seen at the micropylar end.
a X400. b X6Li0. c X 1000.
Binucleate embryo sac stage, showing theFigure 3.
micropylar (a & c) and chalazal (b & d)
nuclei in the embryo sac. Note many starch
grains in the perinuclear cytoplasm.
a,b )X400. c,d X1000.
Figure 4 Binucleate embryo sac stage, showing a
deeply stained region (smail arrow),
suspected to be degenerated sporogeneous
tissue, at the micropylar end of embryo
sac. Note the columns of regularly arr-
anged, flattened. nucellar cells situated







Figure 5. 4-nucleate embryo sac stage, showing the
difference in amount of starch mains in
iicropylar and chalazal cytoplasm of
embryo sac. Note the thick "wall" between
the developing embryo sac and the nucellus
(arrows in c),
a X400. b-d X800.
5b,5a 11
5d5c
Figure 6. Early maturing embryo sac stage, showing
the similar appearance of the three cells
of the egg apparatus (EA), as well as one
of the two polar nuclei (Pn) and the three
uninucleate antipodals (A).
all X1000.
Figure 7. Late maturing embryo sac stage, showing
the vacuolated central cell with one of
the two polar nuclei (Pn) and the diff-
erence in size of starch grains between
the egg (E) and the synergricy (s) (arrows
in c),








Figure 8. Developmental stages of fi lif orm apparatus
(arrowed) stained with PAS reagent
Type I (a-c)
a,b: the young filiform apparatus
formed from the thickening
of wrall between the two
synergids at the micropylar
end.
c: fully developed filiform
apparatus of type I.
Type II (d-h):
d-g: the young filiforrn apparatus
forrmed from the wall adjacent
to the eregion believed. to be
remains of degenerated mega-
spore at the iicropylar end.
h: a fully developed filiform
apparatus of type II.





Figure 9. Mature embryo sac stage
a: section of the whole ovary
b: section of the embryo sac, showing
the synergid (s) devoid of starch
grains.
c: section of the embryo sac, showing
the synergids with filiform apparatus
(arrow) and the two polar nuclei
(Pn).
d: section of the embryo sac, showing
the highly vacuolated egg (E) with
numerous starch grains and the
faintly stained antipodals (A), some
of which with incomplete cell wall
(arrow).







Figure 10. Section of a mature embryo sac, showing
the strongly stained embryo sac "wall
(large arrows) and the papillae (small
arrows) on the inner surface of central
cell wall. Note the abundant papillae at
apical pocket (ap) and the absence of
them at micropylar end.
X1000.
Figure 1 1. Three ovary sections of different develop-
mental stages, showing the distribution of
starch grains in the ovary wall. Note the
gradually decrease in size and amount from
micropylar end towards chalazal end in
different developmental stages,
a: binUtcleate embryo sac stage,
b: 4-nucleate embryo sac stage,
c: mature errbryo sac stage.
all) X252.
Figure 12. Mature embryo sac stage, showing the dis-
tribution of starch grains in ovary wall
(arrows). Note the absence of starch grains
in the elongate cell strand at the ovule
attachment region (0).
X320.
Figure 13. Mature embryo sac stage, showing the pre-
sence of vascular traces (arrows) at only








Figures 14-18. Lonmitudinal sections of ovaries of
the octoploid biotype of P. longifolium
stained with PAS reagent.
Figure 14. Megaspore stage, showing the presence
of small starch grains in the cyto-
plasm of =Megaspore (arrows in a) and
one of the two degenerating megaspores
(arrows in b)
all X64O.
Binucleate embryo sac stage, showingFigure 15.
the two embryo sac nuclei and. the
remains of degenerating megaspore
arrow in b)
a X320. b.c X640
15a14a
15b 15c14b
Figure 16. 4-nucleate embryo sac stage, only three
nuclei in the embryo sac are shown. More
starch grains are present in micropylar
cytoplasm of the embryo sac.
a X320. b,c x640.
Figure 17. Maturing embryo sac stage, showing the
presumably egg (E) and synergid (S), two
polar nuclei (Pn) and several antipodals
(A).








Figure 18. Sections of mature embryo sac of the octo-
ploid biotype, showing the egg (E), syner-
gid (S), one of the two polar nuclei (Pn)
several antipodals (A) and the well devel-
oped filiform apparatus (arrows in d),
a X252. b-d 640.
Figure 19. Portions of the ovary wall of mature
embryo sac stage, showing the differences











Figures 20-25. Longitudinal sections of ovaries of
the tetraploid biotype of P. longifolium
stained with Aniline Blue Black (ABB).
Figure 20. Megaspore stare, showing the functional
megaspore with diffuse cytoplasm and
the degenerating megaspore. The nucel-
lus has differentiated into two regioms,
the chalazal (c) and micropylar (III)
regions which differ in appearance
and stainability for proteins. Note the
unstained cell wall surrounding the
degenerating megaspore (large arrows
in c) and the wall that lining the
nucellus and integument (small arrows
in c),
a X320. b,c X1000.
Figure 21. Late megaspore or uninucleate embryo
sac stage, showing, the condensed
embryo sac cytoplasitt and the deeply
stained degenerating megaspore (arrow
in c).






Figure 22. Binucleate embryo sac stage, showing the
vacuolated embryo sac cytoplasm and the
deeply stained nucleoli (a & b). Note the
binucleolar nucleus and the vacuolation
of nucleolus (c). Cells of the cell strand
connecting the ovule attachment region and
the vascular bundle in the receptacle (0
in d & e) are deeply stained with ABB
The disintegrating nucellar cells surrounding
the embryo sac are also darkly stained
with ABB (arrows in c)





Figure 23. 4-nucleate embryo sac stage, showing the
less stained embryo sac cytoplasm and
nuclei. Note the darkly stained cell
strand (0 in a) in the ovule attachment
region. Cells of the inner (II) and.
outer (0I) integuments are now vacuo lat ed.






Figure 24. Maturing embryo sac stage :
a : section of the ovary in low power.
b : section of the embryo sac cont-
aining two of the three ant ipo-
dals (A).
c : section of the embryo sac show-
ins one of the two polar nuclei
(Pn).
d & e : sections of the embryo sac
showing the three undifferent-
iated cells of the egg apparatus
(EA).





Figure 25. Mature embryo sac stage
a: section of the ovrary in low power,
showing the deeply stained anti-
podals and polar nuclei
b: section of the embryo sac with one
synergid (S) and the deeply stained.
egg cell (E),
c: section of the embryo sac, showing
the central cell with two large,
deeply stained polar nuclei (Pn),
and the two synergids (S),
d: section of the embryo sac, showing
the faintly stained filiform app-
aratus (arrows),
e: section of the embryo sac, showing
the synergid nucleus (Sn).
f & g: sections of the ertibryo sac
with several antipodals (A), some
are rnultinucleated. Note the open-
ing of antipodals to the nucellus
(arrows in g).
h : section of the ovary, showing the
deeply stained cell strand in the
ovule attachment region (0)











Figures 26-30. Longitudinal sections of ovaries of
the octoploid biotype of P. longifolium
stained with Aniline Blue Black (ABB).
Megaspore or uninucleate embryo sacFigure 26.
stage. Sections containing the funct-
ional megaspore (a & b) and two de-
generating sporogeneous cells (c & d).
a X252. b-e X1000.
Binucleate embryo sac stage, shovringFigure 27
the staining properties of the two
nuclei and cytoplasm of the embryo
sac,




Figure 28. 4-nucleate embryo sac stage, showing
the staining properties of the cytoplasm
and the four nuclei of the embryo sac.
Note the deeply stained outer integument
(OI in b).
a X320. b, c X800.
28b28a 28c
01
Figure 29. Maturing embryo sac stage:
a: section of the ovary in low power,
showing the deeply stained cell
strand (0) ext endipng from the
receptacular vascular bundle to
the ovule attachment region.
b & c: sections of the einlbryo sac,
showing the three undifferelitiat-
ed cells of the egg apparatus
(EA).
d: section of the embryo sac, show-
ing the two polar nuclei (Pn) and
one antipodal.
e: section of the embryo sac,show-
ing the dark remains of degenerat-
ed sporogeneous cell(s) at the
micropylar region of the embryo
sac (arrows).









Figure 30. Mature embryo sac stare
a: section of the ovary containing
a mature embryo sac
b: section of the embryo sac, showing
the egg (E), the slightly stained
filiform apparatus (arrows) of
the synergid and several antipod-
als (A).
c: section of the embryo sac, show-
ing the rather deeply stained
cytoplasm surrounds the filiform
apparatus (arrows).
d & e : sections of the embryo sac
showing the synergyids (S) and
one of the two polar nuclei (Pn)
of the central cell.







Figure 31. Portions of the mature ovary sections
showing the difference in cell size
between the two biotypes,




Figures 32-36. Lon itudinal sections of ovaries of
the tetraploid biotype of P.lonpifolium
stained with Azure B at pn 4.0 for
DNA and RNA
Figure 32. Megaspore or uninucleate embryo sac
stage, shou-ing the intensively
stained cytoplasm and the difference
in nucleolar and cytoplasmic RNA
stainability of the enlarging mega-
spore (b). Its nucleus stains very
faintly for DNA (arrow in b). Only
RNA is present in the dereneraterating
mizeaspore (arrows in c).
a X320. b,c X800.
Figure 33. Binuc lente embryo sac stake, showing
the decrease in RNA and DNA stain-
ability of the embryo sac.
a X400, b,c X800.
33a32b32a
33c33b32c
Figure 34. 4-nucleate embryo sac stage, showing
the four nuclei in the embryo sac, the
lightly stained inner integument (II)
and the rather intensely stained nucel-
lar and outer integumentary cells (OT
in b) in the micropylar region.
a X400. b-e X800.
34a 34b
34e34d.34c
Figure 35. Maturing embryo sac stage, showing the
even distribution of RNA among the seven
cells in the embryo sac, and the nearly
unstained nuclear saps:
a: section of the ovary in low
power.
b: section of the embryo sac showing
one polar nucleus of the central
cell (Pn).
c: section of the embryo sac cont-
aining another polar nucleus (Pn)
and two of the three cells of
egg apparatus (EA).
d : section of the embryo sac cont-
aining the other cell of egg
apparatus (EA),
e: section of the embryo sac with
two antipodals (A).








Figure 36. Mature embryo sac stage
a: section of the embryo sac, show-
ing the egg cell (E), the filif orin
apparatus region. (arrows) and the
antipodals (A).
b: section of the embryo sac, showwling
the synergid nucleus (Sn).
c: section of the embryo sac, show-
ing the colorless filiform
apparatus (arrows).
d: section of the embryo sac, show-
ing the s ynergid (S) containing
the periphery of filiform apparatus
with deeply stained cytoplasm
around it (arrows).
e: section of the embryo sac, show-
ing one polar nucleus (Pn) of the
central cell and the greenish
granules (arrows) in the ovary
wall, probably lignin in nature.
f: section of the ovary in low power,
showing the deeply stained cell
strand (o) connecting the ovule
attachment region and the recept-
acular vascular bundle.




Figures 37-41. Longitudinal. sections of ovaries of
the octoploid biotype of p. longifolium
stained with Azure B at pH4.0 for
DNA and RNA,
Megaspore stage. Portions of ovaryFigure 37.
sections showing the vacuolated cyto-
plasm of the functional megaspore (a)
and two de,cenerat in megaspores (b
c).
all X8OO.
Binucleate embryo sac stage, showingFigure 38.
the two embryo sac nuclei.
a X252. b,c X800.
37a 37c37b
38a 38b 38c
Figure 39. 4-nucleate embryo sac stage. Only two
of the four embryo sac nuclei are shown.
a x252. b.o x800.
Figure 40. Matuning embryo sac stage :
a : Section of the ovary containing
a maturing embryo sac.
b & c: sections of the embryo sac
with three cells of the egg
apparatus (EA)
d: section of the embryo sac showing
the two polar nuclei (Pn) and
two antipodals (A).






Figure 41. nature embryo sac stage :
a : section of an ovary containing
a mature embryo sac.
b : section of the embryo sac with
two large polar nuclei (Pn).
c: section of the embryo sac with
the deeply stained egg cytoplasm
(E) and two antipodals (A).
d & e: sections of the embryo sac with
two synergids (S) and the colorless
filiform apparatus. Note the purp-
lish blue colored cytoplasm around
the filiform apparatus (arrows in d)









figure 42. Portions of sections of two mature ovaries
of the two biotypes, showing the differ
ences in size and stainability of nucellar
nuclei between them
a : tetraploid biotype,
b: octoploid biotype.
all X800.
42a 42b


